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The Use of Factor Analysis

in

IVIodeling

Natural Communities of Plants and Animals
Robert W. Poole

The Problem of Modeling Communities

of plants or

animals can be studied either by observing the charac-

community as a whole or by determining
among and within individual species.
At the community level most attention has been focused
on descriptive community analysis, species diversity, and
energy flow. At the one- and two-species levels some
aspects of the problem that have been, and are being,
teristics of

the

the interactions

demography, preda-

intensively studied are population
tion,

competition,

parasitism,

and

spatial

distribution.

These basic interactions have been reasonably well described, and they have been integrated in the modeling
of spruce budworm populations in Canada (Morris
1963). However, even this one-species model is very
complex and requires the determination of a large

number
It

is

of parameters.

go from the community

just as conceivable to

from the species to the
community. The purpose of this paper is to explore
this approach using a statistical technicjue known as
level to the individual species as

factor analysis.

Factor analysis

is

a statistical technique

for picking out the underlying factors causing the vari-

ance in a set of variables.
Factor analysis originated in the psychological sciences but is now also being used in the biological sciences. Its first uses in biology were by Goodall (1954)
and Sokal & Hunter (1955), and it has since been used
extensively in numerical taxonomy (e.g. Sokal & Sneath
1963; Schnell

1970)

in

Reyment 1963)
Factor analysis, primarily the form

cipal

and

analysis, has

been used

as prin-

in biology for

only produces a set of mathematically

numbers. I have
emphasize the implications of the assumptions
underlying the factor analysis and deemphasize the
mathematics. Many university computing centers have
the programs used in this paper, and interested persons
can find the mathematics underlying the technique in

Harman

(1967).
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FACTORS AND SPECIES POPULATIONS

A
level

known

if it

tried to

in palaeo-

(

components

community or

correct but ecologically meaningless

the delimiting of the natural

associations of plants (e.g. Dagnelie 1965)

ecology by

siders the assumptions of the factor analytic model and
compares them to the initial ecological generalities to
see if the model really does mirror the workings of the

po)3ulation of an animal rarely stays at a constant

usually

;

it

either

is

increasing

the most part as a classification technique, although there

the limits of that population.

have been some attempts to make associations between
environmental variables and species using correlation coefficients in a factor-analysis framework (e.g. Dagnelie
1965). Factor analysis was originally developed to esti-

able,

mate and define the

factors causing

sponses in a series of variables

and

is

the observed re-

here used in this

sense rather than as a classification technique.

This paper

is

divided

into

three parts.

The

first

gives a brief review of basic ecological principles necessary for the following

two

sections.

The second

describes the statistical procedures considered
analysis of a specific example.

The

section

and the

or

decreasing.

Whether and how much a population increases or decreases depends on the environmental factors controlling

able,

the population increases;
decreases.

it

by several

among
med in

A

If conditions are
if

favor-

they are not favor-

species population can be affected

factors may be interacting
This basic relationship is diagramNot all of the factors are of equal im-

factors,

and the

themselves.
Fig.

1

.

portance to the species population, one factor usually
being more important than the others. If the effect of
a factor on a population depends on the density of the
population, it is referred to as a density-dependent fac-

and

tor,

to as a

if it does not depend on density,
density-independent factor.

it

is

referred

In a community of two or more species, a factor inmay also influence other species

third section con-

fluencing one species
published by authority of the State of Illinois, IRS
Oh. 127. Par. 58.12.
Dr. Robert W. Poole is Assistant Taxonomist.
Section of Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification, Illinois Natural
History Survey, Urbana.

This paper

is

in

the community.

may

The

effect of this

common

factor

\ary from species to species, being more important

'

nalities (the

mon
Factor

Factor 3

Factor 2

1

amount

com-

of variance caused by factors

to other species),

factoring of the matrix using

the principal axis method, rotation to a specified hypoth-

(transformation of the numbers to other biologically

esis

meaningful numbers), calculation of factor

scores,

and

the formulation of the so-called specification equations

each species to serve as a model of the community.
of the above steps except the factoring of the
calculated correlation matrix are skipped, the result is
a form of factor analysis normally referred to as prinfor
If

cipal

Species
I

all

components

Componen+s

Principal

Fig.

— Diagrammatic

1

representation

of

the

influence

of

three factors on one species.

for another. At the same time a species
be influenced by a factor or set of factors which affect it only. These will be referred to as specific factors.
This relationship is diagrammed in Fig. 2. Even in this
relatively simple community with uncorrelated factors,
the complexity is evident.
for

analysis.

j

one than

may

Analysis

Mathematically, factor analysis resolves a correlation matrix (a covariance matrix can also be used in
some cases) into a n x ^ factor matrix where the number of factors, k, is usually smaller than n, the number
of variables (in this case species). This factor matrix

when multiplied by its trans(rows and columns interchanged) it restores the
original correlation matrix. In matrix notation
has the characteristic that
pose

R = VoV„
where R
and V„

is

transposed

the

'

]jroblem

is

latent roots

V„

the correlation matrix,

to

factor

correlation

the

resolve

and vectors

the factor matrix,

matrix.

the

Basically

matrix into

its

(also referred to as eigenvalues

and eigenvectors).
Principal components

analysis

assumes that

all

of

the variance of each species can be accounted for by a
set of factors

common

to all of the other species in the

community and lumps variance due to
and error factors in with the common

specific factors
factors.

actual computation, the loadings (weights)
factor

A
Fig.

2.

A

— Diagrammatic

three specific

amount

of variance

by one factor.
the influence
factors on three species.
of

of

If two species share a common factor or factors, the
changes in their populations will be correlated. For
example, if two species are both limited by rainfall and
rainfall is increased, both populations will increase.
However, if one species is only slightly dependent on
rainfall and the other strongly so, the changes will be
disproportionate and the correlation less. As a simple
principal rule, the correlations among a group of species
making up a community are determined by the species'
mutual association with a group of common factors.

In essence, factor analysis takes a matrix of correlaamong a set of variables and reduces it
to a series of mathematical common factors that account for the correlations among the variables.
tion coefficients

way as to remove the maximum
from the matrix as can be explained

procedures carried out in

this

paper are calcu-

lation of the correlation matrix, estimation of

commu-

The

effects of this factor are

then sub-

from the correlation matrix. A second factor
is then calculated from this reduced correlation matrix,
and so forth until the reduced correlation matrix contracted

sists

of essentially all zeros.

These calculations have been carried out on data
given by Hunter (1966). Hunter measured the species
]3opulations of Drosophila at several sites in Colombia,
principally near Bogota. I have analyzed her data for
"Pine Woods," a government-protected pine forest near
Bogota. The census was carried out from September,
1961 to December, 1963 (28 months) by sweeping a
net over bait. In Hunter's table for Pine Woods, the
figures for each month are lumped, and the abundance
of each species expressed as a percentage of the total
Drosophila community. In cases where a species fre(juency was less than 1 percent, it is listed only as present.
In

my

analysis

have considered

TECHNIQUES
The

first

latent vector or eigenvector)

are calculated in such a

representation

and four common

on each species (the

In the

of the

when a

species

is

listed as "present,"

I

be absent because individuals of
that species made up less than 1 percent of the total.
Of the 1 species listed by Hunter, I have analyzed
only 10 because the 11th, "dreyjusi 22," was very rare.
1

it

to

—

Table 1.
Correlations
Bogota, Colombia).

melanogaster

among

the frequencies of 10 species of Drosophila over a period of 28

months

at

Pines

Woods

(near

Factor 2

©
©

n
U

i

.1

—

Fig. 3.
Loadings of the 10 species of
Drosophita on factors 1 and 2.
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In the principal axis method the
correlation matrix as

of

this

first

factor

cal-

is

much of the variance in the
possible. The method attempts to

factor loaded as heavily as possible with

the variables.

It

is

possible

temperature would influence

and

1

o

culated to account for as

have

Factor

©

all

new matrix temied

loadings, a
is

Vtp

= VrsD-l

all

D

that a factor such as

where

of the species strongly,

roots of the diagonal elements of the inverted matrix of

it comes from
would accurately reflect the actual environmental factor. However, it is also possible that a factor
may be important to only two or three species and relatively unimportant to the others in a community.
In
this second case the factors coming from the principal
axis analysis would not fit the real situation and must
be rotated to a position where they do. The above situation is satisfied by rotation to what is known as simple
structure. The factors coming from the principal axis

in this case the calculated factor as

the analysis

the diagonal matrix of the reciprocal square

is

the reference-vector correlations.

matrix by
Cr.

its

transpose

where Cr>

matrix of correlations between the
the transformation matrix, and T'
the transpose of the transformation matrix.
Several mechanical programs are available for rotation to simple structure. The program Oblimax
Pinzis

the

reference vectors,

1954) was found to give the most reason-

able answers in

is

mul-

giving a

new

matrix referred to as the reference vector matrix (Vr»)
Vr.

= V„T

The

reference vector matrix does not give the

new

loadings of the factors on the variables for reasons dis-

cussed by Cattell (1965).

To

calculate the

new

factor

T

(

& Saunders

probably usually, the factors operating on the species
are correlated with each other. By rotating to simple
structure, the factors are allowed to be correlated
with each other. Mathematically, rotation to simple
structure attempts to correlate a factor with the smallest
number of variables possible. In other words each factor should affect only a few variables.

by a transformation matrix (T)

reference corre-

the transfomiation

= T' T

ka

In rotation, the original factor matrix (V„)

The

computed by multiplying

lations are

analysis are orthogonal to each other, but very often,

tiplied

the factor-pattern matrix

calculated as

Table

4.

this

case

and has been used

— Ne\v factor loadings

after rotation to simple structure using the

the 10 species of Drosophila.

in

this

(the factor-pattern matrix)

Oblimax program on

—

The

analysis.

Tables 3

matrix

factor-pattern

shown

Table

after

is

in

4.

of rotation to simple structure, using the

gram

rotation

to

A

comparison of
and 4 shows few significant changes because

simple structure

Oblimax pro-

changed in factor 2).
The new factors produced by rotation to simple
structure are not necessarily orthogonal and may be cor(the signs have been

The

related (oblique).
factors

is

Table

correlation matrix of these three

given in Table

5.

— Correlations

among

the

factors

rotation

after

Oblimax program.

1.0000
-.1875
-.1987

Factor 2

Factor 3

-.1875
1.0000
.0469

-.1987
.0469
1.0000

In the principal components analysis

I's

are entered

correlation of a variable with itself is 1. In factoring the
matrix this presumes that all of the variance of a species can be accounted for by factors common to other
species.
However, a species is normally afTected not
only by common factors, but by factors specific to it,
error factors.

also

The

(cr*s) is equal to the variance explicable by common factors (cr'hs) pltis the variance of the species due to specific factors (cr-us) plus
an error term (cr-es),

variance of a species

The term
communality.

o"-(,s

is

usually referred to as a variable's

To remove

the variance of a species due to specific
and error terms, communalities for each species
must be calculated and substituted for the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix. Unfortunately there
are many different techniques used to estimate communalities and none of them is "the best." Also, the
factors

subject of communalities

is a controversial one.
In a practical sense, with large initial matrices the

effect of

not calculating communalities on the estimates
is minimal and becomes less and less im-

of the factors

portant for larger and larger matrices.

communalities are important, however,
reliability of the predictive

Communalities
the

The

calculated

in estimating the

equations presented

later.

in the factor analysis carried

out in

following pages were calculated by replacing the

diagonal entry for each row by
(r*iO

(S.-r*„) / (SK-r*iK)

where

= maximum absolute
= absolute
Sk = absolute

r*iit

Si

rij

r^j

and

(2)

rij

R

of each variable with all other

replacing the diagonal entry of a

row by the square

The

root of the average r' across the row.
estimated communalities using these two methods

are also given in Table

6.

The Varimax-rotation

pro-

Table 6.
communalities of the 10 species of
Drotophila using the following methods: 1) (r*ik) (Si r*ik)/
(Sk— r*ii), 2) square of multiple R, 3) square root of average
r",

the diagonal of the correlation matrix because the

and

variables,

— Estimated

Communalities

in

( 1 )

square of the multiple

5.

to simple structure using the

Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3

The calculated communalities are listed in Table 6.
Other techniques of communality estimation were tried:
replacing the diagonal entry of a variable by the

4) iterative.

8
temperature are available, to include maximum temperature in the data matrices as another \ariable. If maximum temperature as a variable loads heavily with one
factor and little with other factors, it is likely that this
factor is in some way related to maximum tempera-

number

and there

of species,

is

reason to believe that

ture.

important to virtually all the species in the community. On the other hand, it might be known that
most species in the community tend to be limited in
Given four significant
their selection of food plants.
factors, a rough hypothesis might be that one factor in-

tor

fluences

Determining the identity of every significant facnot easy and depends on extensive field work.
However, factor analysis indicates how many significant
is

factors to look for,

on every species
is

in

and the weightings of these
the community. Even if a

interpreted incorrectly, as

maximum

use of

may

factor

maximum

factors

factor

temperature, the

temperature measurements for that

give correct predictive answers, a pro-

still

it

is

all

of the species,

only a few of them.
the
is

From

and three others influence
the set of calculated factors,

(the one accounting for the most variance)

first

likely to

be factor

1

of the hypothesis, with the other

three factors being fitted to the groups of species that

they load most heavily with. The factors could then be
fit the rough hypothesis, and the hypothesis

rotated to

cedure not very scientific but pragmatically important.
It must be emphasized that the mathematical factors
never exactly correspond to the environmental factors,
but they may be so heavily loaded on the environmental
factors that measurements of the environmental factors
can be used as approximations to the mathematical

could possibly be reformulated as a result of the rota-

factors.

the answers derived from each rotation are

The

other problem in identification is the rotation
of the factors derived from the principal axis method
analysis to some position where they correspond to real
parts of the environment.

the hypothesis

is

of the variables; however,
it

If the factors are

if

neither hypothesis

example,

if

in a

variables.

may

community

tend to influence
In a real situa-

factors

significantly only a

tion

all

rotated to simple structure,

assumed that the real
few of the

is

not rotated,

that the factors tend to influence

For
was im-

be the correct one.
of insects rainfall

all of the species, but at the same time each
was restricted in its choice of food plants, there
would be one factor influencing all of the species, and
several other factors that influenced only a few variables

portant to

species

each.

This situation clearly does not

fit

tion.

Every possible rotation of the factor vectors
course, an approximation

A

question of practical importance

in

is

not possible to formulate a

example used
rotation has not been done. The most

this

lem connected with
should

now

this

be apparent.

tors to a position

type

To

of

in this paper,
difficult

commimity

prob-

analysis

rotate the calculated fac-

where they represent

real factors of the

environment, a correct hypothesis of the type of factors
involved and the relative numbers of each (such as two
factors influencing all of the species

fluencing only two or three species)

lem

is

what

carried out

and three
is

needed.

factors in-

The

stage in the identification of factors
first

—the

is

probto be

identification of factors or the rota-

tion of the calculated factors to

fit

actual factors in the

environment. Each is partially dependent on the other. As
a working technique it should be possible, by extensive
field work and experimentation, to formulate a rough hypothesis as to the percentage of significant factors that will
influence a limited number of the species. For example,
it

might be known that

rainfall

influences

a

certain

dif-

.

are

Simple struc-

and

used more for that reason than for the hypothesis it
represents (Cattell 1965). Even if the factors are not
correctly rotated, the appoximation may still be close.

is

Computafional Procedure

Ha\ing carried out a principal components analysis
and having partially explained the problems
rotation and communalities, the complete factor

analysis will

it

much

ture rotation tends to rotate out small error factors

of

hypothesis, but because

whether or not

(Kawash, personal communication)

ture.

specific hypothesis for the

is

factor loadings by rotation to simple structure

slight

analysis or after rotation of the factors to simple struc-

a specific

of

Some

from each other. The answer to this question
will only come through use of the factor-analysis technique. In the example used in this paper, the differences
between the factor loadings of the orthogonal factors
and the factors rotated to simple structure are slight.
It has usually been found in psychology that the changes

of the data

fit

is,

ferent

the hypothesis

rotate the factors to

the real situation.

of the approximations will be good, others not so good.

behind the factors as they come from the principal axis

It is also possible to

to

tion

the

now

In the following secequations are formulated and the

be carried out.

predictive

possible usefulness of the technique

As discussed

is

discussed.

in the preceding section, a possible aid

is to place measurements of presumed factors into the correlation matrix as
variables and then note if any of the calculated factors
load heavily on them. Hunter (1966) gave data for rain-

in the identification of the factors

mean maximum temperature, and mean minimum
temperature for each month of her study. She assumed
that rainfall was one of the most important factors,
pointing out that its effect probably acted upon the
larvae, or perhaps initiated egg laying in the adults.
Hunter stated that the average time for development
from egg to adult is about 2 months. Because these
three environmental measurements are more likely to be
fall,

important to the lar\ae that later give

rise to

the adults

than to the adults directly, the three measurements have
been entered as variables with the species with a 2-

month

The

lead.

correlation matrix of the 13 \ariables

was com-

Table

7.

— Correlations

in the diagonal.

melanogaster

among

the

10

species

of

Drosophila and

3

environmental variables, with calculated communalities

10
is heavily loaded on any of the three factors,
although minimum temperature has a moderately heavy
loading on factor 2, suggesting that factor 2 may in some
way be associated with minimum temperature. Rainfall
is lightly loaded on all three factors, and it is thus unlikely that it has any association with the three factors.
The factor matrix was then rotated to simple struc-

variables

ture using the

Oblimax method, and

ence-vector structure matrix

is

calculated factor-pattern matrix

the resulting refer-

given in Table
is

9.

The

given in Table 10.

PredicHve Equations

The

next stage

is

what are known
These equations specify the

the formulation of

as specification equations.

weights to be given to each factor in accounting for the
score (observed measurement of some kind) of each
variable. The specification equation can be written in a
general form as

+ SjoFji +

Vji =SjlF,i

SjkFki

as given by Cattell (1965).

+

+

SjFjl

SjeFei

If there are k observations,

the score on a variable on one of these observations is
equal to the sums of the scores of the factors (Fj's) influencing the variable as modified by the significance or

weight of each factor to the variable (the
factors include a series of

may

factors there

common

and an error

be,

Sj's)

.

These

factors,

any

specific

factor.

The

specifi-

cation equations will be the basic predictive equations.

In the example analyzed in this paper there are 10 species
measured at 28 observations, giving a total of 280 specification equations.
all

species in the

To

formulate the

community,

it

is

equations for

set of

necessary to calculate

(Fp)and secondly the facwhich gives the necessary values

the factor-score matrix

first

tor-pattern matrix (Vfp)
of the

Sj-s.

The

factor-score matrix is computed by multiplying
the reference-vector structure matrix by the basic diagonIn computation
al of the original correlation matrix.
this step was done by inverting the correlation matrix,
multiplying that by the matrix of standard scores for the
variables standardized by rows, and multiplying the re-

sulting matrix by the reference-vector structure matrix

(V,.) or

Fp

= Vr.

where Fp

is

8

the factor score matrix, Vr» the reference8 the basic diagonal of the

vector structure matrix, and
correlation matrix.

the 28 observations

The
is

resulting factor-score matrix for

given in Table

1

1

.

The

factor

scores are the standard scores for the factors calculated
for a particular rotation.

tated to

If the factors

where they correspond

have been

ro-

to real parts of the en-

vironment, the factor-score matrix gives estimated standard scores for the environmental factors. If the rotation is not the correct one, the numbers are only numbers
that will reproduce the scores on the variables. It is, of

them

course, impossible to use

if

they are

factor-score matrix

and the

predictively

not real.

Having calculated the
factor-pattern matrix,

it

is

now

possible to estimate the

value of a variable on any observation. As an example,
the standard score of Drosophila pscudoobscura at ob-

Table

11.

— Calculated

servations from the

Observation

Oblimax

factor score matrix for the 28 ob-

rotation to simple structure

\
D.

malanooaster
D.

Fig.

ized)

4.

for

— Predicted

versus observed abundances (standardDrosophila melanogaster from September, 1961 to

December, 1963.
D pseudoobscu

band«lrantorum

Fig.

ized)

for

—

Predicted versus observed abundances (standardDrosophila bandeirantorum from September, 1961 to

7.

December, 1963.
D. hydei

.

12

.

13

factors affecting the fish

community.

It

known

also

is

that the estabHshment of a nuclear reactor

on the banks

of the river will progressively raise the temperature of

the water.

The

question

is:

"How

will the rise in

a factor to a community of species, if not linear, will
be roughly the same for all species (i.e. if the relationship

perature of the water affect the populations of the fish
living in the river?" The expected rises in temperatures

exponential,

is

Two

tem-

other

will

it

common

be exponential for

situations that

levels

erate only above or below a critical value.

and the predicted population

tion of a species reaches a critical density.

A

rela-

between factors and \ariables are threshold
and competition for a limited resource. Some-

tionships

with time could be entered into the specification equations. The other factors could be assumed to be constant
or estimates of their probable values might be entered,
levels of all species of fish

all species)

modify the

times a factor influencing a set of variables
ple, dispersal in

may

op-

For exam-

some animals occurs when the popula-

The sigmoid

Like any other statistical technique, factor analysis
manipulates data in an attempt to reveal the underlying
causes and their importance to the variables measured.
Three important assumptions are made about the data

curve of population ecology assumes that reaction to increasing density is gradual: the closer the population
approaches the carrying capacity of the environment,
the slower the rate of growth. It is also possible that
there may be a situation where the curve is completely
exponential until the carrying capacity has been reached,
or surpassed, and a point is reached where density-dependent factors act suddenly. In some predators, search
images are formed on abundant species of prey and,
when the population of a prey species reaches a critical
level, a predator population may begin to attack it to

when

the exclusion of other

in the river

model

is

estimated for time

that

it

extinct although

x.

weakness of the

can never predict a species becoming
it will approach zero frequency as a

limit.

DISCUSSION

factor analysis

individual variables

is

employed

and

two factors act additively in respect
and (3) there are no interaction

(2)

1965)

(Cattell

:

(1)

factors are linearly interrelated,

variable,

any given

to

effects

among

common

or density-independent factors.

the variables.

No

assumptions are made about the distributions of
the variables. Various tests for significance of factors do
make assumptions regarding the distributions of variables
and, for that reason, have been avoided in this paper. It
is

less

probable that in any

of organisms

all

real, relatively large

community

three assumptions will be violated at

species.

Competition between the members of a community
may prove to be more of a problem, and depends on
whether populations are controlled by density-dependent
It

the author's opin-

is

ion that both types of factors are important in animal

communities.
in a

One

factor influencing a group of species

community may be

as in a

group of

a

common

insects all feeding

food resource, such

on the same species

In the situation of two insect species feeding
species, the feeding of species "a" re-

of plant.

on one plant

"X"

one time or another. Because of the likelihood of some
curvilinear or higher polynomial relationships between
factors and variables and because of the existence of nonadditive factors, it is important to know how closely the
linear model assumed by the factor analysis approximates

duces the amount of factor

the situation where there are some nonlinear relation-

modified to take them into account.
The computational steps in the factor analysis technique presented in this paper are outlined in Fig. 14.
The assumptions underlying each step of the procedure
ha\e been discussed in the Techniques section and will

ships

between variables and

Cattell
factors

& Dickman

factors.

(1962),

using

variables

and

between which the relationships were known,

showed that

if

variables are not linearly related to the

(the plant)

and

there-

fore indirectly influences species "b," the other species

feeding on the same species of plant.

Factors of this

type are referred to as "expendable" and,
are

shown

approximates the determinaby a sum.
Over a small range this is usually considered to be a good
approximation. For example, if a species were determined by two factors acting multiplicatively.

to exist,

when

they

the specification equations can be

factors, the factor analysis

Standard Scores-

tion of the variable by representing a product

Species

=

-Correlation Matrix

sFiF,
Basic Diagonal

then the factor-analysis model approximates
Species

=

sF,

-|-

it

by

After the analysis has been carried out and the

Factor Analysis

num-

determined, the linear
model can be modified and the predictions improved by
experimentally locating nonadditi\e factors and modifying the series of specification equations. The same can
factors

be done with nonlinear relationships between variables
factors.

Principal Axis

sF.,

ber and nature of the

and

Data

Often the mathematical relationship of

^ctor Score
Matrix

Factor Pattern
Matrix

y'

Specification Equations
Fig.

model

14.

of a

— Sequence
community.

of steps in creating a factor analytical

.

14
not be repeated here. The experimental steps can be
roughly outlined as: (1) definition of the "community"
of animals or plants or both to be studied, (2) carry-

A

ing out of the census, (3) running of the factor analysis,
(4) identification of the factors and rotation to a

can predict

specified hypothesis, (5) formulation of the specification

of

equations

(first

approximation), (6) discovery and an-

alysis of nonlinear,

nonadditive factors

and

factor-variable relationships

(second approximation), and

of

farmer usually wants to know only which

to

damage

(e.g., will

the application of a certain pesti-

cide in the spring cause an increase in the populations

is

some

population.

The

(7)

factor analysis technique

is

applicable to model-

species (third approximation)

analysis

size of

the

community studied

of significant

common

increases, the

factors discovered

also

By increasing the number of species measured,
a factor originally specific to one species may now influence a second species and can be picked out by the
factor analysis. As more species are considered, more
factors must be identified.
Because of the tremendous amount of field work
and experimentation needed for this technique, the decision to stop at the first, second, or third approximation will depend on how close the first approximation
increases.

accurately predicts future changes (or spatial changes)
in the species of the

and money are

A

community and on how much time
is

often

all

that

is

needed.

The

factor

approach is an improvement over the multiple
regression approach (actually a form of factor analysis)
indicating not only how many factors to look for,
but also which species are influenced by which factors
in

of the influences. The psychologists have
found empirically (Kawash, personal communication) that the results of a factor analysis modeling of a

and the extent
also

siutation

using the specification equations tend to be

much more

useful

when

applied to similar situations

(such as perhaps a model of one river being
]ilicable to the fishes in

an adjacent

river)

,

more

ap-

than are the

multiple regression equations.

Factor analysis
ject.

Just

can only

available.

rough approximation

He

potential pest species later in the year?).

not particularly interested in the exact level of each

ing communities in both space and time.

As the

if

his crops, given a set of conditions that he

discovery and measurement of specific factors for each

number

species,

any, of a set of possible pests will be abundant enough

is

an extensive and complicated sub-

how useful this proposed technique will prove
be known after it has been more extensively

used and studied.
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